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I 
I~ Introduction 

·,,I 

.. ' 

·, 

-·.- .'- ; 

\' 

Alpha radioactivity has long been a valuable tool of' the nuclear 
. .. . 

... 

spectroscopist, and in recent years has yielded an ever increasing amount of 

energy"!'level .information. The monoenergetic character of a radiation 

·,; (like . "' radiation) and its charged•particle nature (like . a radiation) 

make possible precision ~~ectroscopy by large magnetic spectrographs down 

to line widths of a few keV. Lower-resolution spectroscopy, but with high 

geometry, is performed often with ionization chambers and solid•state 

semiconductor detectors. · 

Alpha transitions, in contrast to ~ and "' transitions, are only 

mildly inhibited by changes in angular momentum. Therefore, all the low• 

/ . ' 

!. 

.... ·. lying states of the daughter nuc·leus are likely to be populated in detectable 

intensity. Aa a spectroscopic tool,. a radiation suffers from two restrictions. 

·First, it is limited to certain regions of the periodic table, the largest 

f encompassing the trans-lead nuclei, and another consisting of rare earth 

nuclei with 84 or a few more neutrons. The secOnd restriction is that 

a-transition rates exhibit an extremely sensitive dependence on decay energy, •· 

i · so that in practice only states up to a few hundred kilovolts excitation are 
·,' ' . \ 

· populated in· a decay. 

In the trans-lead region, where· a decay is so prevalent, the Q 

values of a and ~ decay have been used to calculate relative atomic 
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. . 
masses within the four connected families 'Whose mass numbers are of .~9rm 

. . 

4n, 4n+l, 4n+2, and 4n+3o When supplemented by three nuclear reaction Q 

values, the families are linked together to give atomic masses over the 

whole heavy region (l12). Besides the importance of energy measurements, 

· --a decay rates--and particularly the fine·structure patterns (3)--o.re 

interesting 1n their .own right. 

The dominating factor governing a decay .rates has long been 
. \ 

recognized as the Coulombic·barrier penetration. Indeed it was one of the 

triU!;Uphs of quantum mechanics when Gamow (4) and, independent!l.Y1 Condon & 
l . . . 

Gurney (5) were able to show that this barrier-penetration factor end its 

energy dependence follow from the quantum mechanical treatment of a simple ·· · 

model of a deco.yl . In this model the a emitter is treated as an a 
\ 

particle moving in a potential well supposedly created by the remaining \ 

nucleons. 

Clearly such a one-body model is not sophisticated enough to allow 

an understanding of the relation of the fine-structure pattern to nuclear 

etructure •. A first attempt was made ·by R. G. Thomas ·in 1954 to treat q 

decay as a many-body problem (6). His approach to the problem is based 

on the R-Matrix theory of Wigner & Eisenbud (7).· He did not pursue his 

approach fUrther, however; in particular, he did not use nuclear-model 

wave functions to calculate a-transition rates. 

The development in recent years bas been going exactly in this 

direction (8-12), and the more subtle connections of a . decay with the 

powerful concept of the nuclear shell model are becoming more and more 

. .; 

' ... /"j>,-:' 
.,...--'; 

,...; 

" 

clear. Cert~inly a complete understanding of this relation will enable . , 
l 

us to obtain ~ther and more detailed information about energy levels1 · , .· · 
I 
' . 

frqm .a decay measurement~. 
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For this very reason this article is almost entirely devoted' __ to 

·the :problem· of a decay rates ·end nuclear models •. 

II, Conservation .Le.'ws end Basic Equations 

~~- 0 '·,,; ,T .... 
The a decay process for bare nuclei has the e~tion· 

. : 
. ·, 

Conaervatio'n C:f energy requires that at infinitely large separation 

of the products, the effective kinetic energy ~ of the final system be 

given by the difference of rest masses of the nuclei tfmes the square of 

the velocity of light, 

The Q values for nuclear a decay rarely. exceed o.2~ of the 
. .· ~ XMA 

/ 

reduced mass, ~ ( ., ~ e + M . ), Hence,. nonrela.tivistic treatments may 
. e. ~ 

be confidently employed. 

Conservation of linear momentum then requires that t)le total kinetic 
'\ 

energy be divided between the two products in inverse proportion to their 

nw.sses. 

The quantity ~ is desired for careful tl).eorr;tico.l treatment of 

a decay rates, but the Q value that can be directly measured in the 

laboratory is somewhat different, siilce one actuo.lly deals with atoms poe-
... -'" 

sessing a cloud of orbital electrons.· The simple two'!" body breakup expressed.. _,x: 

by the equations above is an idealization to be inferr
1
ed from a many•body 

problem with the electrons in the system. Because the electrons are so much 
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lighter than the nucletU" bodies, their presence does not .usu.al.ly mo.~~- for 

difficulties in ini'erring properties of the decay process of the bare nuclei. 

The Qf value mtJ.y be obtained from the measured Q value by o.d.ding the 

"Screening correction" (~), 

. . ~ .... 

. '\, 
where Z is the atomic number of the parent. 

,. 

In applYing the la.vs of conservation of angulAr. momentum e.nd parity 

it ie appropriate again to consider the tvo•body breakup of the bar~ nuclei 

· end neglect the orbito.l. electrons. .'l'he electrons make their presence f'elt 

only in attenuatinB Bngll-l.a.r correlations, essentially breaking do'Wil·the 

conservation of the projection of nuclear angular momentum along a space• 

i'ixad axis (14) • 

The parity, and the total angular momentum. end its projection along 

a.n axis1 should be the same for the final system as for the initial parent 

nucleus. Since the a particle io sp1nless and b.e.8 even pority, the selec• 

tion rules take· an esJlecially simple form. The orbital. e.nguJ.ar momentum 
~ . . . ' 

of a decay is restri~ted to values between the sum and dii"f'erence of initial 

and f1nal spins, 

It the parity of parent. and daughter are the same, only even values 

of' L ere :permitted} 1f opos:Lte_- then onl:y odd values ot L are permitted. · 

The. conaerve.tion of' the pro~ect:Lon of angular momentwnnnay be expressed 1n 

terms of the niagnet1c quantum numbers. !his conservation is relevant to 

e.ngulor eorrelation experiments • 
,, 

' 

·• 
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If parent ~or daughter) has spin zero, than certain spin and parity 
. ' . .. 

. .· . . ' . . ' ' ·, 
combinations of the daughter (or parent) states will be absolutely forbidden 

to the extent that parity is conserved in strong interactions> The orbital 

electrons could, of course, mix in certain states, which woulc cause a bio-

lation of the selection rule. The magnitude of the amplitudes of such 

admixtures, however, would be given by the ratio of magnetic hyperfi.ne 

splitting to the energy separation of the admixed nuclear states. ·· · 

A formula that ex:Presses the decay constant in terms of nuclear 

wave functions is now derived. The derivation is based on the assumption 

that (a) the decaying system can be described by a wave function 

cpM (x_ • • •X ; t) which depends on A . space and spin coordinates x_ (k 
J .-l A -K. 

= 1• • •A) and the time t; and moreover, {b) that we know the functional 

form of the time dependence within a certain space-time region (15). . . . . . 

Let Xa be t~e internal a-particle wave function, and r; a set 

o~ wave functions of the daughter nucleus. 

where 

We define 

J == [( ~)· (z? )] 1/2 f \m g Jt ~~~~~ c L C(1ljJ; m M-m) · 
. ...; 

II.l 

.... · ... t· 

R = relative distance between a particle and daughter nuc1eus, 

n = ( e, ?/1) = angular coordinates of the a particle with respect 

to the center-of-mass system, 

~ = internal coordinates of the a particle \ 

~ = illternal coordinates of_the daughter nuc\teus, 

< ,•· 



~ and 11 stand tor space and spin coordinates, 

J o total e.ngula.r momentum of the parent nucleus i 

j = total angular momentum of the daughter nucleus, 

£ • angular momentum of the a: p..<'l.rtiole relative to the daughter 

nucleus, 

M1 m = magnetic quantum numbers 1 · 

c (ljJJ m M•m) • Clcbsoh..Qordan coefficient 
' 

/ . 

are binOmial coefficients which account for the fact that 

the fbml•state '\~rave function (a: +daughter) has not been completely anti• 

symmetrized. ·Clearly e~,.t (R,t) has the meaning of e. time-dependent 

probability amplitude. It measures the probability that in the wave .tunction 

~ an o: particle and a do.ll8hter nucleus with the specified que.nt~ numbers 

are present at a distance R of each other ond at a tim.e T. It t!lhould be 

.. mentioned that angular ma~~.entum <-<>nservation. bas been taken into account 

expliaitlY:;'by coupling the angul.a.r momenta. of the a particle, l 1 ·and . 

daughter nucle~ 1 J 1 to give the angul.a.r momentm c.t the parent nucleus 1 

J • ~thermOr~ 1 tO avioq toO many indiCeS 1 all quantum numberS necessary 

to .. specify a nuclear state are .considered to be included in the angular 

' momentum quantum numbers J iJ • 

. The conditions for. ~ to describe a proper decaying state ~·e as 

follows: 

(a) There exists a space-time region in which the time dependence of 

.. ,. g~1 .l (R,t) is exponential, . 

.II.2 

... 
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'With E and r real and r nlso positive. 

(b) Fo1· sufficiently lriree distances R the ·amplitude g~,.t (R) may 

contain only outgoing waves. 
''f. 

The restrictions on the space-time region 1n which the above 

conditions can be :f'ulf'Uled are· evident. Equation n.2 can never hold 

for all times t. Clearly it cannot hold for sufficiently large negative 

times t. Indeed the decaying system must have been formed at some time; 
' 

e.nd it does not t!ake sense "to apply Equation II. 2 to any time prior to 
\ 

· tho.t formation. AJ.so, Equation II.! is not valid for very large positive 

times. 1'his is because of the dispersion of a. 'Wave packet leading to a. 

time dependence like t-~/2, which f~ dominates over e:ny exponential , 

time dependence. ~he spa.ce region in 'Which the o.bove c:>nditiona con be 

ful:filled is a.lao limited. Suppose the deco.ying syst~ bas been formed 

at a time ·t
0 

s:a 0 1 then at time t . encla particle can have tr~veled only 

a distance R = vt {v ~ velocity of the ~ particle). It follows that for . . ' . 
. J 
R > vt the amplitude gj . (R,t) must be essentially zero. It has been 
shown, ho'Wever 1 thAt these restrictions are unim.portant in aJ.l practical 

cases (16, 17). There io always e. sufficiently larse space-time region 

in which conditione (a) and (b) can be tul:f'Uled with en extremely high 

degree of precision. 

. ·, 

Starting from Equation II.2 it is easy to express the decay constant 

A. 1n terms of the amplitudes gJ ~ (R). One obta1na1 from the continuity 
j,..r; 

equation, 
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with 

II.4 · 

-where M = reduced mass of the a particle • 

In the region of R larger than vt, where the asymptotic :f'orm 

of the amplitudes g~.e can be ·used, Equation II44 reduces to 
\ 
\ 

J • ~ I J < >1 2 
J:j£ = v R .gjJ R .. . . n.; 

\ 

\ 
\ 
\ ; 

/ 

At this point it should be noted. that in going :f'rom Equation n.4 to ., . · 

Equation II. 51 use bas been made of the fact that there is a suff'1cientl.y 

large epa.ce~time region 1n which Equa.tion II.2 m.ay be ~pplled~ Indeed, .. 

the time t must be so large that the point R er vt is 'Well within the 

asymptotic region where g~.t. (R) beht.t.veo like a simple outgoing \:aVO 

and R2~:g~£ (R)J
2 

is therefore independent ot R. Fjnelly, the crucial· 

approx:f.mation must be introduced, which will olJ..ov the calculation o1" the 

amplitudes g~.e (R) from nuclear models. 

Assume the existence of e. radius R0 eo that (8, 15): 

(c) For R > a0 the interaction between a particle and dat~ter nucleus 

can be represented by a potential V(R) alone.. " 

(d) For R <. R0 n11clea.r-m.odel vave fUnctions e.l.lo'w a calculAtion of the. r·~:1 

amplitudes s~.e· Each condition can be .1nd1v1du.elly fulfilled--condition 

(c) by choice of e. su:t'ticiently la.rge R0, end (d) 'With the help of o. racti.ua 

R
0 

tbat is small enough. Whether a satisfactory compromise is possible 

-will finally be decided by succese or failure of a theory be.sed. on the · · . I . . . 
. -existence. of such a radius R

0
• One oan write g~.e (R as: · 

.. 

'- ' 
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, .i.• 

·'• .; . ·-~ 

(R) 
• 

(~) 
:a .• 6 

. . . . . ' J'. . J. . : ·. '. 
According to condition (c) the ~atio gjl (R)/gjl (R0) is cal~· 

able from a. one-body Schr&Unger ·equation.. Into the solution enters the 

potential V{R) and the ea~ptotic boundary condition that there are oilly 

outgoing· waves. The "lKB approximation (18) i ~ch has been a.J.niost ·excl~-

sively used in a-decay theory, yields a simple expression. 
' ~ .. ' : 

. ' .. 

] ' ' 
.II.7 

. -~ 

~ -. : 

~here · 
. . .· ... ~ .' . 

·--~... . 

q(r) 
. {?Ji [ ~- i_ fB + li't1)2 -o. • ] • }l/2 

= 2 e• 2M. 2 .. _v(r) .. · 
. ti · . · r _ 

. t 

' !'· 

.I . 

! 

a ldneti.c ·energy o:f' the a particle, 

k= r 

and r 0 = outer turning point defined by q(r0) -= o. 

Next "' is expressed 1n terms of barrier penctrab:f.lity p .eC«f and reduced 
2 

width 'YJj.£z 

II.8 

> ·,• 

Tlie de:f'ini tiona m.re 
.. -. 

... 
. . 

. 2 ........ . 

. 'Y~J.e • ~ ~Js~.e<Ro) Ia 
.,· 

. ' 

.. 
' . ~ .. 

.; 

I 

~. : 

. / 

,, 
} 

. '· '."' ....... -
' 
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•' 

·• I"'. 

with 
. ' . 

\ ' 

and \ : \ ·_. 

\.: 

. . 
J .. 

The Gj.t(R0 ) is now a dimensionless quantity. , Clearly l:oth P £(e). and 

~j.t depend on R0, :but their product s~ be ~independent ~t R0 in an_ 

exact theory. This_ point is discussed in detaU in references _ll and l,. · 
. ' J . . ·. 

The emplitude Gj.e(R0 ) can now be calculated :f'rom Equation II.l1 

1n .-which ~' the wave function· ot the decaying system, may ~ replaced by _· 

the \ia.ve function ot the parent nucleus in accordance w1. th the choice of 

the radius R
0

: 

G~t(R0) • 1!0
3
/
2 

[ ( ~ )( ~ J r/2 f; C(lJJJ m M-m) 

x t; (€i¥1) ~-m (T}) Xa(l) ~ d~ dfl dD • . II.10 
... 

· The content ot this chapter can be summarized as follows: . The 

a-decay cons~t can be expressed. as a sum of parti8.1. transition proba• 

bilities (the sum on ~,.e). More 1mportant1 however, the partial tran31tion 

probtlbillties consist of two factors, one ~epr,sP.nting the. probe.'.>111.ty ot 

-,:. formation ot an a-particle in the nuclear surface. r~\giott ~j£(n0) 1 the 
\ 

other measuring the pro'9ability of penetration through the Coulomb barrier. 

'l'l;le problem ot ce.lcul.ating the decay constant has beep. divided into two 

. 

>. 4 
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2 
problems, one ot which, the calculation of "'~JJ£' involves epeeif'iQ __ 

' . . . / ·~ 

nuclear properties of the parent e.nd daughter nucleus 1 whereas. the barrier · · 

penetrability depends only on the decay energy and the a-nucleus potentie.l 
2Z e2 

V(R) ·whose main part, the Coulomb potential.. R 1 1B Yell known. The 

. /' 

second problem has been~ecognized and solved by Gamow (4), and also by· 

Condon & Gurney (5) •. The barrier penetrabUity P J, (E) ·determines the · 

the extremely strong exponential energy dependence ot the deeay constant. 
'i ,.;:/' 

I ~ 

A thorough discussion of this point can be found 1n reference ~. We shall .,:c. /' · 

. 2 
:from nov on concentrate on the reduced width "YJJ.t that contains all the 

information on nuclear properties .• 
.< '· '.\ 

.) ... l : ' . 
\ . ~- .. 

m. Spherical Nuclei 
.,- ' 

-- :;: . ; -.· 
. I .. 

In the preceding chapter the e.soumption . has been. made that the 
. . 

a-nucleus interaction consists of a simple potential V(R) as long a8 a 

. particle and daughter nucleus e.re farther apart t~ R
0

• ~is 1mpli~~ 

that there is no interaction ~eeding to excitation or de-excitation ~f the 

daughter nucleus by the a particle while it penetrates the barrier. Such 

an c.sumption can be valid only if the nuclei involved in the decay have 

spherical equilibrium shape. 

Furthermore ve sb.e.l.l. 'Wellt to 1n~ke th3 nuclear shell model 1n .the 

. exple.nation or a-deeay data., since it 18 a .eifnple model of nuclear struc• 

ture. !I.'heref'ore it seems o~ natural to concentrate. first on the region 
208 . . . ' 

in the periodic table around doubly magic Pb • . It shell-model wave 

functions: have anything to do with reality, then nucleaio w.ve tunct1ons .· 

in this lfegion 'whO'I.iid be reasonably well approxime.ted: by them. 
' 

• , .. .J 

• ! .. , •• 
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Before the· implications of the nUclear sh~ model for the-a~ 

decay process con:. be discussed, the question of. the 1nt~ a-wave 

function Xa(£) must be sett.led. Electron sca~tering experiments on 
.. 

·He (19) ere explained. by_ a charge density distribution of Ga.ussian shape. 

- -·· This leads to 11 "Wave function of the type 

. · .. ~ 

where. 

. Xa(~lt2E3sls2s3s1~) 
\ 

.. ' ,. 

. . . . ·.~ .. 

. ·.~ . ~ '!.. ·( 

, .. 

. i 

.~ .. ·· ~i .. (lf[2) (r~1 ,..· rov2) 1 

. ~ ' ' . 

'•;. 

. ~ . . 

• . 
. ~ . . . ' 

~_· .· 

., ' 

' ''· 

. .. ~ . . :: . . 

s
1

,- s2, s
3
; s4 • spin coor<.tina.tes, 

, '· 

. . ' ~ 

.. 
'. ·,' . . 0 . . . ·' 

· XQ • singlet spin function, . 

112 ref"ert'to protons, 

~ 1 4 't"e:!"er to neutrons 1 

. 4 F .. 2 
aud ~ • 0. 7 • • ·. · . ' 

' .• ' 

r 

The above vave function v1U be used· throughout. It should be noted .e.t 

. J . this point that the foll.owing relation between volume elements 'holds: 

\ 

/. 
.. ·: ' .. \ 

I 

.. 

· .. 

,?<' .. -
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All wave functions in the f'ollow1ng o.re normalized. 'With the volume .e~ement 
/ 

d3s1 d
3~2 a?i3 d'n. 

An interesting set of data ·to be studied first is the decay properties · 

............. ~.· 

. + ·+ 
of the even-even polonium. isotopes. 'rhe ground-state transitions. (0 ....,. 0 ) 

ore always the most intense transitions •. Transitions to excited states ere 

considerably hindered owing to the energy and angular momentum dependence 
''. I 

ot the barrier penetrability. Wetimes and decay energies are known for 
\ . 

all mass numbers front A = 202 to A ~ 220 (1,, 20). Assuming a potentia). 

V(R) for the a-nucleus interaction, one can cal.culat_e the reduced· widths. 

Two sets of such reduced widths are plotted against the ma.ss number in 

Fig. 1. These two sets of reduced widths are given 1n (I.Xl attempt to demon

strate that the general behavior of the reduced wi~th as a function of the 

mass number ia not altered when the potential is somewhat changed. The· 

. potent1a.J.s used were a pure Cou.l.anb potential (Ra • 9.3 F) end. the real 

part of Iso'a optic8.1-m.odel poten.tial (21122) which has been deriWd from 

scattering data.. 

It is almost unnecessary to point out the conspicuous increase ot 

tne reduced "Width when going trom A = 210 to A c 212 (or from neutron 

number 126 to 128). Such o.n increase can be understood qualitatively from 

• the structure of. the formula :ror the reduced width (EqtUltion II.9). On 

the basis of' the shell modiU.tthe the nucleus Po2J2 differs i'rom. Pb208 
by 

' 
" 

·. ~. 

. 210 
two neutrons and two protons outside the closed shells, whereas Po 

has only two protons outside the closed shells. In order to form the 
206 . . 

daughter nucleus Pb . 1n the· latter case the closed neutron shell must 

·oe lJrolten. In this picture the vrooobUity amplitUde for formation of 

an a particle ia directly related to tho magnitude ot the single•particle 
' . ~ -· . \ 
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\ 
llave functions at the nuclear surface.. That this 1s so can be seen_J'rom\· 

Equation II.lO. Af'ter integration over the internal coordinates of the.· 

daughter nucleus is performed, a wave tuuction of four nucleons is left. 

From this four-nucleon wave function an a particle with its center .or 

me.ss at R
0 

contribute. According to the sheU model the four-nucleon . 

llave functions . involved are the same in both decays. 'l'he neutron -wave · 

functions 1 hollever, belong to different single-particle stntes, Since 
I . 

the sinslc-:particl3 £rotes'- that form the closed shell are more strone;ly 

bounci than the ones outside the closed shell, it is to be expected thc.t 

the "Wave functions corresponding to the latter are lo.rgcr o.t the edge of 
2]2 

the nucleus. Therefore, the reduced width of Po should ~ larger than 
. 210 . 

the reduced vidth o:f'. Po •. That this explanation is correct shows in a 

ealeu.J.ntion ·in which the single-particle wave functions have been approx• 

ima.ted by harmonic oscillator lle.:.,e functions (9). The order in which the 

various single-particle ota.tes are filled. or emptied has been determined 

vith the help of the ~ergy levels of nuclei llhich have one nucleon more 

. 1/ 

. 206 '207 207 209 209 . 
. or lees than :Pb • These ere Pb 1 Tl 1 Pb 1 and Bi .•. Their level 

s~hemes are given in Table .Ii., they are important to what fol.J.o\.Js. The 
. 210 

calculated values 1n Fig. 2. are all. given relative to the standard Po • 

The reason for doing this is that ratios of reduced widths are insenaitive-
. . . 

t~ parameter changes• For instance, a0 can be -wried betveen 8.0 e.nd 9.5 

F end the ratios of reduced 'W'iclths remain prr..ctieal.ly ~chal:!ged. The 

l absolut..J valuea, hcrnever, are extremely sensitive to such changes. · ThiS·· 
•, .. : 

. ' . ~. 

. \ 
> 

·.·_; .. 

Qp.estion llill be taken up later. · 

The cortparieon bet1-1een experimental a"ld calculated reduced 'Width 
' . 

; 

in Fig. 2 shows very clearly that taking into e.ccO'.:n:t nuclear structure 
. ' I 

effects ~n the basis of a simple shell model improve~ markedly the 
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.. 
£tgreement between experinlent and theory. . It is no longer neceuo.ry -:-to 

: . . . . . . . .· 2o6 .. · . I-

··invoke a discontinuous change in nuf!lear radius when going from Pb to 
208 . 

doubly Illllgic Pb • Indeed such a r..a.dius change bas never been· supported 

by any other experiment. 

A natural question to ask. is what happens 1i' refinements of the 

shell model are brought into the picture. Is the agreEment between ex-. 

periment and theory improv<.'d Q~ wiped out altogether? •• : •• .> '• 

In order to ansver'· such questions four particularly' suitable decays ' 
. ' . ' .· 210 

have been studied in great detail (101 12). The parent nuclei were Po 1 

211 2l2 211 . ' . ' ' 
Po , Po 1 and Bi • 'i'he shell roodel has been refined 1n twa respects. 

-~1rst 1 configuration mixime llns introduced (23 1 24) 1 and second, the harmonic 

oocillator wave ~mctions were rep+aced by wave functions calculated with 

the help or a single-particle potential of the lfooda-Ba.xon type (~5). . The 

results of the -calculation as -well e..s the experimental values, of the decay · 

· ompliturt.(?"l a.re presented 1n Table· II. I~ shotlld be noted that the e).."l)eri• 

mental. data are complete in the sense that practica.lly all possible meas

urements have been performed (26·29) 1 including an Ct""t polArization 

correlation measurement 1n the decay of B1211 to the first excited· state 
207 ' 

of Tl ( 29) • This experiment together "'i th lll1 ct.•"( angular CC'rrelat ion 

meastli'~ent (27) determines the rela:tive omplitude . of the ex p.."lrt1al waves ,. 

and. tho mul.ti:Pole mixture ot the subsequent -y transition •. One can but 

" \ conclude that the more sophisticated the model the· better the agreement 
. " 

~ ' . 

bet-ween experiment and calcuiat1on. 'He. must admit, bo'Wever, that the t>.l• 
' . 

most perfect P.greement of the. last t-wo columns 1n Table II 'l!l!ly "tvcll be 

accidental. 

The trano:i.tions diocussed. so far ere not the: only ones in the· 
, I . 

2o8. . 
region around Pb . that ore -well studied. Some odd•odd a emitters such 
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as Bi210 i\nd B1
212 sho~ a very complex fine structure (301 31), and some 

. . ·· 210 isom 211 ieom 212 ieom .. 
isomeric states such as Bi . 1 Po 1 and are of . / 

\. 

i11terest because of these extreme spin values (27, 32·35). The spins 
. . . . . \ 

g.2, ' 
and parities assigned to these sta.tes are 9-1 2 +1 and 18 +• Only th~ 

210 . . .·. . ·. 
assignment of the Bi isomer has been confirmed by another experiment, . 

the (d,p) reaction on Bi209; the two others are lased. on a-d.ecey data.· 
. . . 

alone. These et transition are not very,helpful in supporting the shell• 
. ' 

model theory of a deco.y ;.., .. There is no reason to believe that the wave 

functions are pure shell-model wave functions (36, 37) 1 and admixtures 

to ehell•model wave :f\mctions can be sho'Wn. to be importrult (12). With 

some confidence in the theory 1 however, orie could attempt to inwstigate · 

these -wave functions with the help of a-decay studies. 

, I 

IV. The BCS Metllod and Alpha Decay Rates 

The results so far obtained on the basis of a refined nuclear 

shell moc1el are certainly encouraging enough to justify 6n attempt to 
t' 

1 apply the theory to many more a emitters. For nuclei tar removed from 

clc-s~'i thel.,.s 1 hollever, the simple shell model is not adequate tind con• 

.'},.• 

fi(lura.tion mixing calculations ore not feasible. Fortunately the Bardeen• 
. .. 

Cooper-Schricffer Method (38, 39), borrowed from the theory of super-
.. 

conductivity and suceesfully ·applied to nuclear physics (~.o-44), al.lovs 

one to account far the most. important correlations betveen nucleons 

outside· cloaed ehells in e. ree.sonab~ good approximation. It goes be• 

yond(~ the scope of this article to develop the BCS theory or to Justify 
' I , 
1 ' 
l 

!ts ,1s~ in nuclear structure ca.lculntiono. Only tl~e results cnn be 

presented • 
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The nuclear ~ave function is written as a product of a neutron.~ave 

function and a proton ~ave ~1nctions 
I 

~ • !(protons) X !(neutrons) 

'With 
......... 

IV.2 

for an even system, 
. ( 

or 

for an odd system.· 
rv.4 · 

The index n labels the single-particle states. 1'he state n . is the / 

time-rever,;ed state of n. When dealing with a spherical nucleus, ~~n stands 

for the set of quantum numbers {n !. J m), In this particular case th~ amp.;. 

litud.es Vti and u0 are also independent of the magnetic quantum number m~ 

This corresponds to coupling like nucleons pairwise to angu.l.ar momentum zero. 
\ 

In the general ca.oe th!! states n may form any set of single particle state.~. 

The quantities V.Q 8lld u
0 

are Pt-ooobUity ~plitudes 'Where ~ measures the . 

probo.bUity -:or the state n, -o. being occupied by a pair oi" nucleons whereas 
2 . . . 

u~1 measures the :probability that this state is unoccupied. Equations to deter• 

mine u0 and v0 are obtained by minimizing the expectation 'value of the Hem.U· 

tonian. Usually Un end Vn are then express ect in terms of the chemical. potential. · 

~~ the gap parameters M end the single-particle energies eO 1 

.v:i • (l/2) [ l • <•n • "ll,f<•n~")2 + ~] 

• u;; • (l/2) [ l + <•n • '/l.)f-./(•n·"l2 
+ t{; ] 

7~.: 
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Clearly the states with single•particle energies smaller thBn ~ are more 

than hll.li' f'Uled (~. > 0. 5) and the others leas than ho.lf" fi~ . (~ < 0. 5) • 1 

The gap :parameters '1l measure the di:f'fueeness of the ''probe.bUity distribu• . 

t ion" (~) 1 where the . a.mpli tud~s V 0 are eons idered as functions of the s ingle• 

_ :particle energy. In other wrds 1 Aa measures the deviation of the :t\mction 

v0 (€) :from a step function, sincf) for tn tending towards zero the occupation 

probabilities ~::. are either one or tero depending on~-:the position of the 

corresponding sinr..le-perticle
1

'-energy 'n relative to the. chemico.l. potential >... 

upon introducing the ~ve function IV.l into Equation II.lO t.h~ ~tity 

ifj.£ (R
0

)--and. hence the reduced width--is obtained·in terms of the amplitudes 

u~I , v£~ • · 
As a first example, the ground13tate transitions of even-even nuclei . 

are considered (in this· case J a j • t :a 0) : 

'With . . • 

.-· 
i' . .f.c·<' 

. .;;:· 

\ 
\ 

. x (l/2) [<2J +l) (2JN+l)]1/ 2 ~ ~ tf.J. ~ ~J· . r" J 0j __ 1 oo<~ ; . 
. p . . p "p N N "p p Irl 0 I 

·.··:.' 
,.. ~. . . 

•' .. 

.. ..• 
·, " 

.· ... 
'• .. ! 

!,, . 

". ·' ~ 



!. 
' 

..... 
' I 

'~ ,. . ' . . . . . . - •, ·. 
', ,· 

• ,!, 

where vJ; • single-particle wve :f'tmction of the state n.ejm (the quantum 

numbers n and l arc not explicitly written), 

/ ...... 

'".·. 

~:t, and. A = antisymmetrization end normalization operatOl:';t. 

.. -

. . ' 
s . :' 

f

' <1 
' ~ 

The qunntity r is the emplitude f<r. a formation from four nucleons 
I ., 

in single .. particle states J1j~J3J4 where the protons· (JJ.'12 ) Pre e;;;.u:pl~-d to 

JP o.nd the neutl'ons (J3J4) are coupled to Jrt In the above example ell o.ngu•.: 

l.ar momenta are zero (j = J 111 L a 0) because of the special couplln5 ot the . . n p . . . . . . 

single particles in the initial and final. nucleus. 

The :f'~ctor ~ ~ is easily understood. In the a-decay process a pair 

· o:f' nll.cleono is· taken away :f'rom the ·parent nucleus. If the pair is to be taken 

from the state j ' thiS state muat Pe OCCUpied in the parent nucleus I hence 

the amplitude ~ a.ype:arz 1 and 'When the pair has been removed the- stD.te must 

be unoccupied in the ·daughter nucleus, . th~etore the factor ~ must be. :present 

· in Equation IV~6. 

The expressions Which apply to odd•mass nuole1 or to excited-state 

transitions in even-even nuclei are slightly more complicated and are not given 

here. They can be :found 1n reference 15. Equation IV.o hao been used by Zch (15) 

and e.~o by MacFarlane, Rasmussen & Rho (45) to calculate redueed widths o'£ 

even-even spherical nuclei. Zeh has treated once again the even-mass isotopes 

of polonium and finds no drastic dif:t'eronoe from a ca.J.culation based on the 

. simple shell model (9) 1 eJ~cept tor the absolute value of the reduced 'Width1 

vhich increases by a factor of ten. He points out that fluetuat1one related to · 
. . 

j. 
! 
I 

the existence of subshells ·are reduced when pairinG correlations are included , . '. ,. .-/f 
·', /' 

,,?'~. t 

in the shell-model ce.loulation. MacFarlane et a.J.. · disouso the decays of. rare . .x: 

i . 
I 
! 
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earth a emitters "Which have neutron number N Iii 84 (1J:6-l£). They are able to 

explain the variation of the reduced 'Width nth prot~n number z, but only it 

they choose the proper single-particle energies for the proton states nnd.a . 
\ 
\ 

suitable strength of the mtiring interaction. It is worth mentioning that\\ 

/ 

although there is a close anal.ogy between the neutrons 1n the rare earth a emittero 

N = 84 and the protons in the polonium case (Z = 84) the situation is quite 

different for the other type of nucleons 1n the tw cases. il.'he ra.r~ earth 

a emitters have al:ways .a.n appl-e.cia.ble number of protons outside closed shells, 

since z range~ from 58 .to 70. In eva.lu.ating the importance of pairing corre

lations for the a-decay problem from these exampleo one should. keep in mind · 

that 1n the j•j co~pling shell model (49) one has i,ncl.uded. pairing correlations 

between nucleons in one subahell (same J), What the BCS treatment adds are · 

correlatione 'bet"';een nucleons in different ~ubshells (different j) ~ The situ• 

ation is rt\d.icslly different .in the ease of de:f'ormad nuclei, in which all levels 

, are only twofold degenerate, There pairing correlations are decisive • . 
I 

.,. 

! '·. 
·I .. 

\. 

I • 
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V. Deformed Nuclei · 

)· .· 

~he ·treatment of deformed nuclei is based on tlro e.seum)?tions concerning , 

the nuclear wave functions. 
. ' 

First, the validity of the stron~ coupling model o:f' :Bohr and Motteloon · 

(50) is taken as granted. This implies that the total nuclee.r -wave function 

· ~ factorizes 1?to a rota:tionaJ. and an intrinsic part: 

'\ ' . 

V.l 

~. t > ~ ·-~ •• •• 
) ' . , .. ~ . -

vhere .. ,. ··.·· 

I • total angular momentum, 

M . • magnetic quantum number 1 
,:· 

.... ' \ 

,, ,, 
! . 

K =projection o:t: the toto.l· ~:momentUtru.:cmlthe n\10lear~ .. e~e1iey axis,. 

and (-l)q = parity. 

The functions,~ e.re the eigen~ctions of. a o~etr~c top~ The' 

e.rgtments ei are the Eulerian angles which connect the ''body fixed'' nuclear 

coordina1;e system with a "space fixed" frame of reference. The 'W'El.VO i'unctions :· 

cf>i( deocribe the 1ntrinaic motion of the. nucloons with respect to the "body 

fixed" coordinate system. 

The second a.ssn.wption concerns these 1nt:d.nsio wve functions. They 

are of the BCS type, with single-particl'EI wave tunet1ons ca.lculo.ted. :t'rG>lll a 

deformed average poteritW. ~e single•porticle wave tunctions used. 1n the 

follo"Wing a.re taken fi.om N1.1.s son's work. ( 511 52) • 

A c~1ca.tion stems from. the large intrinsic qUa.d.~le momenta in the · 
• . i 

deformed region. The qu.a.drupole moment of the daughter \nucleus· leads to .a , +.X 
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coupling betveen dif:ferent final ato.tes '\-rh1eh cannot be neglected ns ·t-tae done 

/ 1n the case of sphericoJ. nuclei, When. the ex particle penetrates the nuclear 

barrier it mAY 'Well exchange energy and angular momentum 'With the daughter 

nucleus. 

__ :.. .... The· states of the d.e.ughter nucleus that are involved in th!4 process 

arc the members of a rotational bnnd1 exactly those states that ere connected 

by strong electric quadrupole transitions. .In other. vorde 1 to calculate the 
I . . 

barrier penetracility one no longer deals with a simple ~e·~ensiOnal 

· Schr8dinger equation as in the spherical case, bu.t either with a. three

dimensional Schr&iinger equation that is not sr:pa.ra.bJ.e or with a set of coupled . 

. differential equo.tions for the re.dietl 'WB.Ve :f'unctiona 1ri the ease in vhich the· 

a -wave l"unction is expanded in spherical harmonies. The barrier penetrability 
. . . . . 

p £ ( € j) haS tO be replaced by a penetrability me.trix Q~ 1. WhiCh accounts fOr the . 

posoibility that an o: particle :formed vith nngula.r momentum L and magnetic 

momentllr.l .£1 leaving the daughter nucleus in a rotational state · J. The pene• 

trability matrix :ta conventiona.lly '-II'itten as s product of two factors. The 

square of the first factor is the usual barrier penetrability calculated as 

1n the spherical case. The second factor 1 ~, takes the matrix character. 

It should be emphasized that this ia mere convention. Wha.t has just been said 
. now a matrix equation. 

can be restated by saying that EQ.1.1.13.t:1on II.6 is/"CThis equation·.connects·:the.:.> 

asymptotic :f'lu.x 'rith the Cl amplitude at the nuclear surf'ace. Proceeding eY.a.ctly 
• lilir'-""· ··!~.·-~ ....... < ••• , •• 

as ·in Chapter IIi one can thus obtain an expression for the 'partial transition 

probability i'rom a sto.te I 1 ki ~ ot the parent too..a state If kf C!:r of the 

daughter by emission of' an o: particle with angular momentUlll .£: 

\ LK .. x:. 
L B 1 f 
. L /.If 

V.2 

. ' 

. ~. 
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. ·.~: 

The :f\mctions ~ K -K and GL K +K again are the ex-probability ampl1.;. 
1 f . 1 f . . 

.· tudes at the nuclear surface (R = R0 ) • The prese~ee of t\/O t<".rms · is . . .· . 1 .. · · · 

due to the two terms (~K'~-K) in the strong-coupling wave function. Th~ 

a particle at the nuclear surface may take either the difference or the . 

sllnl: o~ the .p~ojection quant\.llll numbers I\ and. Kf. · A reduced width can 

be defined as in the case of a spherical ex emitter • 

.. · 

.As far a.s the matrices ~ are concerned,· qui~~ a number ~f attem~ts 
~ ~ ... . ' 

. ' 

... \.; ... have been made. to calcula.te. these quanti ties to vru-ious degrees of accuracy. · 

, . . :;., 
, • ~ r t~ .... · 

< ~ ... ·· .... 

•· 
"' 

. , 

·, . . 

·,. 

. ,,_ l '. 

·' 

•. t' .. ·· 

{53-:;8). · The most useful expression ·has been obtained by Fr~ (56) 1 end· 

iildependently 1 by Nosov {57). Both use a. three-d1nlens1onal WKB method to 

arrive at the expression 

· ... 

v.4 , .. 

J · · :BP (cos u') 
~L = ~ (t>'V!"). e 

2 ~ (u'lJ'') d cos u' d7Jt 1 

B is . given in terms of the non-centro.l part of the a-nucleus interaction •. 

Fr&no.n gives: 
". ~ ,. t'' • . ' .. 

•, ~ ,. .. 
I . 
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This estfmnte is based on the electrostatic internotion v.ith the ~~-

pole moment alone. The nuclear deformation paremeter in defined in accord•
1 

· 

ance v:ith IUlsson (51). · 

A somellhat superior estimate has been made by Rasmussen:· (11) ,· -w~o · 

... -- includes also the deformation of the nuclear potential;.. 

• l 

He obtains 

:B • 6,15 • 0.045 %1 

wtlere ~ is in barns. 
·~ . 

~ . . i' ~ : ' 

Needless to say 1n this case the price one pnys for simplicity is 

· accuracy. In comparing with methods that are superior in terms . of accuracy 1 

one Should. keep in mind, hOWeVer 1 that the nucienr model that plays . SUCh . 

a decisive rol~ .in. the theory is not so accura~c as to·justify an excessive 

·,: accurs.cy in tl_le calcul.a.tion of the barrier-penetrability matrix. , 
., 

The final atep +s to calculate explicitly the a-proba?ility ampli• 

t\ldes, by usc of the 'Wave functionS cl>K e.s given by Equation IV.l •. 

We discuss first ground-state transitions of even'!even nuciei. 

It 1s established beyond any doltbt that K1 a Kf = 0 1n these cases and ·the 

a-probability amplit11des ·o.re: 
" 

V.5 

I .' • ~ .' . • • I 

.. · 

· .. 

.• 

' . 
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where 

r';:;~3n4, a; ~/2 fA 

.' ·' 

• ' ', ' J' • ·,' 

'i, 
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• •• "!:' 

'· ••• '1 

'. .: 
! ..... 

~-..-:_,::.~:. ' ."\ ·. 
.·,:x. xa ~ (n•) d~ em• ··. , · 

' . '• 
•'. 

··.· ·· .. ~ 
,._~ 

... · The quantity r is the contribution .to the a-amplitude of a.. specific 

combination of four Nils so~ orbitals I o..lo2n;/'1.41 and the Vtn .• s . are the sinGle

particle "Wtwe functions as given by Nilsson •. As has been :pointe4 out .in the 

, . . preceding chnpter 1 the form of the BCS wave function 1mplie3 "Chat protons as · 

·,·· 

.,r 

.. ! 

... :.: 

... 
" ' 

well as neutron'l: are po.ired up in the initial and finlll, nucleus; (In a 

spherical nucleus this corresponds to coupling nucleons pairwise to angul.ar 

rr.omentum zero. ) Therefore in the deformed nueleua only combinAt.:lons of the 

type (n,-n) must be occupied by a pair of nucleons 1n tpe initio.l nucleus 

:. r • /!''.4' 
,·.(~ 

x::·~ 

·' e.nd. unoccupied in the i'ina.l nucleus. The products, running over n 1 i'ino.l.ly 

·; 

come from the overl.a1) of the remainder <?f the vave :f'unet:l.ons. · i:i.1eir \ 
\ 
\ 
\ ' 

numerical value is us~ very close to unity1 and in nl~ost ·all easeo 

they may be disreeerded. 

The most important feature of Equation V.5 ie the averaging process, 

which supprec.ses any rapid fluctuation in decay prop~ies that· might arise · '· . 

. if only one specific combination of orbitals were inVolved 1n each decay (11).· 

The ('.veraging process is much more .important 1n this caoe thari it vo.o in the 

decay. of a spherical nucleus. Loosely opea.ldne, one mi~ht so.y that onl'l 

Nilsson orbit. is equivalent to a ma.enet!c substate of a single .. particle ·'·t 

state with given J. One always avera.eea over tna.gnetic substates in the 

spherical case, a.s was pointed Ollt before. In Fie;e • 2 tl".trough 5 ca.lcJlle.ted 

·.results (11,. 59) are compared \iith experimental data \(2~1 601 61). Given 

,c· ,. ' 
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ere the reduced vidth · ~2 pf tl)e ground-to•ground transition (o+ ~-~t> 
.· 242 . . . . ·. ·. - ' . . / 

relative to Cm and the reduced amplitudes bL. of tbe transitions to the 
+ . . +. ' . . 

first and second excited states ( the 2 and: 4 . states of the ground-state 

rotational bD.nd). A selection from Ni.lsson 's v6rlt (511 52) has been used 

in the ca.lculF.ttion. ·· The e;enero.l trend of the experimental data is ,,-ell 

reproduced by the caiculo.tion. Note in partic:ml.a.r the smaJ.:l. intensity of 
. + . 

the transition to the 4 state in em. In looking for reasons· that could 
I . .. . . 

explain the remaining disd:.·cpancies one finds thc.l.t several of the qtll\Iltities . 

tl"m.t enter the ca.lculo.tion ore uncertain to some ·extent. These· are: The. 

single-particle energieo e01 on ·which the occupation probabilities depend 

sensitively,; the single-particle -wave functions themselves} the residua.l 

interaction used in .solving the equationr of the BCS theory (the .residual 

neutr~n-:proton interaction being neglected cQmpletely) J and lo.st bu·~ not .. 

lea.st 1 the parameters which enter into the calculation of the barrier 
. ~ ' 

penetrability, not to speeJt of the approximations that have been made in 

solving the barrier penetration problem. In view of these ·uncertainties 

the agreement bet,~een experiment. and theory is ra.ther sG.tis:fying. "Irideed, · · 
- ·. 

these res1ll.ts hold :f'orth,:the Fomise that some day ouch a-decay caJ.cul::l.tions 

Will prove ~.n instrument for resolving details of nuclear etrt1Cture. 

At this point it should al.ao be mentioned that- no atte.I:lJ)t has yet · 

been nk~e to investigate thcorctically·a:-transitioris or·even-e~nan nuclei 

other than the ones l.P...ading to the ground stat~ rotational band. The 

experimental data (62) for such transitions are certainly ao interesting 

as to deserve a very thorough.theoretical study. 

IIi the decay of od~·mass nuclei, t'\oro types ot tra.riaitions a.re · 

easily distinguished on the basis of their intensities. Favored trnn• 

sitions have reduced ~idths comparable to those of ttleir even-even 
. ' 

·., . 

:. // .··.,.<·,. 

. - . 
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. . 

neiehbors. Untavored transitions are hindered by ~actors of 10~ to 104, · 
' • I. . "•¥-· 

'· 
-where these hindrance factors refer toreduced tro.ns1t1on rates. It -will_ 

. ;·.·· 

. . . ' 

.. · ... soon become cleF.ll" that po.tiing correlations are largely responsible for . · ,i 
;_; .. ·. ',._"·y 

~- '... •' 

"' ; 

'~I j 

·/ 

·:.···.··"'>. 

.this Cl.ifference." It ""Was rccoe,nized. very early that fa.vored transitions. 

c .. re cha+acterized by K
1 

= Kf (63 1 64) .. This implies, on the bc.aia of our'. 

,.l 

· · :model, that. the state of the odd _nucleon is not changed by th!?. l"l•~~:ay proe~6r:s. .

Indeed· the ·a formation :proceed a in the same way o.a. in an ew.n-even nucleus 1 

'' . ! 

; ._ .... 

,. except toot the state of the .odd nucleon io blocked' for :pairs end therefore · .. · · 

ca.:nnot contribute to the deco.y. One _i'inda for the ampl1 tude . a
10 

(R
0

) 1 in 

the case of an odd-neutron nucleus (the odd proton ce.se is analogous) 1 

. . • ·l '., ~ .• 

~' :, 

.,., '~ ' 

· x n (u~_ {~·· + vi!L {_ >. 
J. . --N t ·-.N ' --n t --l'l t 

~.rnN · 

:.· .. 
'. 

... ·. ... ~· 

; ·~ .. 
• ' . ~ j •• • • ' '"':'. : • •• 

. '"· ,"'· 

v.6 · · 

..... 

i •" 

-~ • t 

,. 

. . ' 

'' .. 

0 :+ 

~ . . 

' ... . '.'' 

The situation is ·entirely different for an unf'awred decay where 

K
1 

• Kf~ Since the odd particle is no-w in different states 1n1tio.lly and 
., ·. 

:finally 1 there is only one 'Way to form an a particle and a daughter nucleus , ; 

which ha.o the odd nu.cieon in the state K£•. The o: particle muat be formed 

from tlle odd nucleon o:f the parent (state ·x1) and one nucleon from a. pair in 
. ;; 

the state rtf. This is schem.a.ticnll.y illustrated ·below. .. , 

' ., 

Confieuration 
of the parent 

·,• 

Configuration· 
of the daughter , 

. ., .. \ ~ 
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Note tho.t the configuration of the remaining nucleon p~s not ahow .. o.bove 
./' . 

muat be the same for. daughter and parent ·nuclei •. · 
. ,. . i_ 

The calculation yieldB 1 for GL ~-K (GL K +K _is a.nalogous) 1 
. f 1 f. ' . 
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Xhe above formuln is sign1f1cc..n·!;ly different !rom Equation V. 6 which applies 

to a favored decay: there is ·no summation over contributions by neutron 

pairs. (65). It cun be sho-wn (ll) that all nucleon pairn contribute \lith 

. ~o•aitive ~ie;n to th~ amplitude a
00 

(L 1111 0 ) of a favored decay, and almost 

all contributions to a
20 

(L a 2) a.re e..lao positive. Consequently the 1m .. 
. . 

portant partial ltaves of mnnll angul.a.r momentum are greatly enhances in a 

:favored transition. This is also true for even-even decays. Since the 

t~1o lo,Jeot partial waves accwnt tor about 90 percent of the j~ronsition, 

thier enhanc~ent Ellllounts to a si(!)iificnnt enhancement of the ,total tren• ..... _ 

s1tion. Tr;ua the miBsinp; summation over neutron pairs in Equation V.7 · 

explains at least part ot the hindrance of an tmi'avored decay. 

Calc1Ue.ted :;esults nnd the corresponding experimental data (601 · · · ~ . 

61, 66-69) are presented 1n Table III. Favored tr~itions behave Vf!ry 
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much like even-even transitions, as wa.s expected. Blocking of' a pe~~icular .·· 

state K in -most·. cases results only in an. overall reduction of the tran- ./ .·· 

sition rate. In e:ome cases, however, one partial "Wave is more strongly 

affected than others. An example is Pu239 1 llhere the partial wave of 

.. · 

t ~ 4 is "Weakened ~s compared with the decay of neighboring even-even nuclei. 

Important information tho.t can be obtained from favored decays is. the · · 

relative pMaes of different pv.rtial we.vea. Alphn-erumna. correlation 
\ -

experiments (701 71) and l(n.,.;. temperature nuclear-alignment experiments 

. (721 T.5) have ohow thet £ = 2 is in phase "With t = o. Not much is kno~ ' 

about the :phase of £ = 4. According to the calculation this mn:plitude 

· cha.ngea sign between Crn and Cf (compare Figs. 4 and 5) •. This sign Cl'IB.nge 

should certainly ~hO!'t up in refined measm•cments" 

Bes1d~s the general hindrance of unfavored transitions as discussed 

SO f;ar 1 considerable flJ.\Ctua.tions Within this class of transitions ore · 

obserVl:;!d "Which are due to the inherent properties of the single-particle 

states Ki and Kf ( 74) ~ These fluctuations are faithfully reproduced. by 

the calculation. Moreover., qua_lita.tive rules CM be established that · 

allov ~redictions of ~hich·un£avored transitions should be more hindered 

Md "Which less. Since such rules can be helpful 1n assigning sinGle- · 

particle states 1n odd-maas nuclei, they will be 'Worked out eXplicitly. 

In order to do this let us decompose the projection of. the·· ane;ular 

momentum. K, on the nuclear sY:nzo.etry o.xis into its. sp1Ii Z .and .. orbits.l , . 

pt-.rt, A. 
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In general. A. and i; are not constants of motion because of the presence · 

of a. spin-orbit coupling in the s1nB].e•:Pe.rticle potent1.e.l. For sufficiently 

large deformations~ ho~ever 1 A and ~ are approximately conserved and one 

c~ deduce selection rules that hold approxima.tely. Two cases must be · 

···· distinguished. 

. ~ .. 

{a) ~1 and k:l' e.re both :pa.ra.llel or ·o.ntiparallel to the respective A, 

(b) One ie parallel and the other one a.ntiparnllel to A. 
·~ . 

Since the spin :function of~t"Wo like nucleons in the a particle is a singlet 

spin flmction; the spins of the nucleons 'Whlch form the Ct particle must 

be anitparallel. Therefore in co.ae (a) ·the al.pha must be fol"med from 
' 

nucleons 1n state Ki o.nd -Kf, in case (b) from K1 and Kf'. This in turn 

implies that in case. (a) the magnetic quantum number m of the a particle 

equals K
1
-Kf a.t the nuclear surface 1 whereas in case (b) m is equal to . 

' ' : 

Ki+Kf. Thua, in case (e.) the one;uler momentum of' the ex port:i.9~e at the 

nuclear surface is rea~icted. to v~~lues equal. to or larger than ~.Ki •K:r~.~· 

e.nd .in ce.se (b) 1 to values equal to or larger then IK
1

+Krl• · As a consequence 

one expects that in transitions of' type (b) the am.a.ll angul.6r momenta 

. (bet~eeil jK1 ... Kfl and Ki+K::f.'), 'Will be suppressed, and hence the transition 

; more hindered. The moat strildng example of such a case is the decay of 

Cf
249 

to em 245. There ere t-wo unfavored transitions to the. ground state 

nnd ·:rirst excited state. The 1nitit>.l state 1a a 9/2-state with A = ·lJ,; 

the finul states are a 7/2+ state with A • 4 and a 5/2+ state vhich has 

l~ 2. The ground•ata.te transition (to the 7/2+ state) is hindered much 

more tblln the transition to the 5/2+ state. An extunple in ~hich these 

rules con be applied. to make level aesi~enta 1c the dece.y of Pu. 
2~9• In 

. this dec~y, ~o 5/2+ rotational. bands are po:i;lulated.a\ one hns A • '5 1 the 
l l ~· 

' 
1 

. I 

' . 
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' 

' .. ' 
'f·. other A • 2.- They 9o.n be a.asisned on the .basis of. the abQve ~ea;-· The·.-,· ' · 

' .-· '· 

;· ... 

. ~- assignment in Table III differs fl•om the assignment ID.ri.de by Boranov et al.. - .~ ·- , 

(69), 'Who studied th~ Pu
239 decay ex:peri.Inenta.ll.y •. Cases of special. ~teres·{ 

are those involving a K • l/2 orbit. Here IK
1 

·K:rl and K1+K:r differ only 
.. . 

by unity. T\-10 interfering terms are then present in the ·.partial waveo of 

- sme,ll angular momentum. If the two terms are ot the same order of J:lO{;?li• 

.. tude, ·this may lead to "alternating inten~it'-'es",t, as observed 1n the decay · 
. ; • I •' 247 • . \ 2 . . • . • 

·of Cm ' to the ground state rotational band of Pt.t :39 (75)..- Another exmnple 

' . 

1~ the dec~y of rm255 that has reoently be~n ~tudied by Asaro et al. (76). 
' .. 

. S1..m!Inarizing one may EIElY the.t . the nuclear shell model including ·' 
Ji 

pairing correlations explnine satisfactorily the tremendous. vririo.tions of 

ol)eerved a-intensities 1n the decays of deformed nuclei. Thnt an explanation 

of such variations required som~ new idea about ~particle formation was 

·already recognized by Perl.nw.n and Asaro (77) ten years ·ago. "They concluded 

' -· - e. survey of the then exist ina; cluta by saying l 11It seems likely that aome. 

' .J : ~ ;· •';-

.. . . 

::· .. ~ ~. \ ' 

·· .... 
.' ," I_ . 

j, • ·' ~! •• 

,r, 2 • ."' ·• 

r 

-i 

·.· . : of the ne~ ideao 'When furthao developed "'~ill add apprec ia.bly to the explana~ 

tion of the a-decay proceao1 and that the ramifications of these ideas vill · 

provide e. better understa.ndilig of nuclear structure." Apparently ~e have · 

done a significant step forward_ towards this goal. 
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VI. T'nc Absolute· Value of the Deca.;t 

Constant anrl the Structure of the 

Nuclear Surface 

/. 

' .. 
Tbe material. :presented 1n the preceding chapters certainly justifies· 

a freedom frOnl. doubt that the current nucl~ models., in particular the .• 

various versions of the nuclenr shell model1 provide o. satisfactory descrip• 

tion of the a-decay process. The only quantity tht3.t has so far been omitted 
\ . 

:from the diacu::;sion is the absolute value of the decoy constant. It 'Was 

stated earlier that the co.lcul.a.ted vo.J.ue depends sensitively on ouch nuclear 

parameters aa R01 for example (12). Despite this sensitivity 1 ho\1ever 1 it · 

is difficult to find a reasonable set of parameters giving the correct 

absolute decay rate.· The· calculated decay constants alvo.ys come out too 

small by a. factor betveen lO and 10001 depending on vha.t is stUl considered 

an acceptable set of parameters and on what cx .. nucleuo potential has been 

·· used in the calculation. ' ' 

This rather large discrepancy has led aome to the conclusion that 

the nuclear surface consists mainly o:f' CX..Cluaters ·(78) rutd the.t the shell 
~ . . 

lltOdel is therefore incapable of sntiafo.ctorily describing the structure of 

the nuclear surface. TakitlG this point of View., we find ourselves in the 

> •• dilemma. that on the one hand the shell model cannot describe the cluster 

.. ·.:. 

structl.lre of the nuelenr ourface, but on the pther hand it. predicts correctly · · 
! ~· 

the relative anrplitudee o:f'. verioue types of ex eluaters present in the nuclear 

Sl.tt"face • ' 
Fortuna.tely ·there scemn to be c. llay out of this· dilemma and hope ot 

reconciling the conflicting points ot vie-w. In order not to confound the 
. 212 

issues let us· consi~er the simplest. example, tho decay of Po under the 

I , 

: -.. ,· 



It· 

0 

' . . 2o8 ·· . 
.. the assumption tha.t the Pb . core remains unchanged. One can define a 

,i 

"aingle-particle density" of the outer four nucleons fr.om their -wave i'uriction • 

. ~ . ~·· 

'~.i 
·I 

r.;• , 

'~· . . 

~, (. 

' .'": ; ~ ', 
~ . . .. ~ 

' . 
:1 

4 
(). . (R) :o:f I'll~ \ 
s.p. - L.. 

. .. . i=l 

If the four nucleons are each in a definite .singl.e•particle state, p. (R) · 
\ .B•P• , 

takes the simpler i'oX'lll 

~ 

(R) It;; I 

.. 
.. ~:-

,.rhere ¢ i is the radinl 'Wave function of nucleon· 1. .•' 

lw. Ct•lJa.rticle density can be obtained from the amplitude g~0 (R)· 

of Chapter II: 

'' 
'\ 

\ 

<f 

Note that · J • j .. ·.a J, • 0 iri the case under consideration. 

!n the nuclear surface region {R > 6.5 F), where neither Pa nor 
. ' 

p vanishes (79), the quantity tl~at measures the amount o'f a clusters s.p. 
, is the ratio P_..,(R)/p (R). OnlY if this ratio -were greater than o.i 

~ e.p. . 
let us say, could one possibly speak of _the ehell model this ratio ranges 

-6 -10 . . . '. 
from 10 at R cr 7.0 F to 10 . at R a:z 9.5 F. Eyen 'When· Po:"' is multi-

plied by 10001 a. factor 'Which -would in any case brines calculated and 

measured decay constants into agreement; the :ratio p lp rema.iris very . ~ s.p. 

\ much lea~ than unity. One can 'but conclude that the nuclear surface is 
-~ : 

I 

;:,.:./'/ 
: ... :--.: 

... 



i. 
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'' ·~ . 

. ·i ---- . .;.· .. 

by no means composed entirely of ex cluoters. There remains the qucetion 

to be answered: vlhat sort of mecllo.nism could enhance.the a amplitude by 
. . 

o.n amount proportio~al to the ex amplitude as ce.lculated from shell~model · 

wave functions? 

. It ha.s been ·pointed out earlier that inclusion of con:f'iguration 

/ 

mixing within one ~aJor shell increases the a-decay rate by a factor of ten 

in the co.ae of a:p:ph.ericiU nucleus 1n the ·Pb region (l2). 'V.1b.at is even . 
\ 

more important, the a denaity Po: increases only in the surface region' 
1. I 

of the nucleus (79). Another important point to note is that the maximum. 

of e. pa(R), 'lhich is. calcula.ted from four definite e:tngle-particle functions, .. : 

moves further and :f'u:rther out when the single-particle functions are taken 

:from higher and higher shells. The. :poesible effect of e.dmixing such higher · 

configurations might be that the a denaity drops ott more slowly than 

predicted by the shell model. The transition rate "Would thun increase. 

At the same time the vnlue '.>f pa:(R) [or g(R)) somewhe:-e between R = 7.0 F 

and R ~:~ 7.5 F (in the Pb region) "Would still be given by the shell model 

with confit-uration mixing -within one major shell •. This would lea.ve the 

relative rates unchanged • 

. w'hether these specUla. tiona have e.ny basis 1n reality can be decid.ed , 

only by 1'\u-ther studies •: Information about the a .. nucleus potential t{R) is 

needed most. A significant amount of the uncertainty about the discrepancy 

·between calculated and measured decay rates must be attributed to inmir-

f1cient kno-wledge of t.his interaction. Ut~~ess thia interi'I.Ction. is Uli!lm• 

'· . 

biguously determined the shortcomings of the shell model cannot be critically .. 

evaluated. 

It is .clear 1 hmiever, that there is no need to J;>elieve no-w that the . 
. . 

shell model is 1ntrinsica.lly i11c:mpable of describing 'the s~uctm-e of the 

nuclear surface. HI.:> far as the a-decay proeeeS is Concerned. \ 
\ 

\ 

\ 

·' 
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Table I. Single-particle states~ in th~ lead region~ 

209 B1 proton states 

3P1/2 

2f'5/2 

111-/"' 'J t;;• 

2f7/2 

1h9/2 

Excitnt1on 
energy HeV 

1.60 

0.90 

o.oo 

'I 
. ~ \ .... · 

., 

Tl
207 proton hole· states 

301/2 

• 2d5/2 

lhll/2 

20.5/2' 

. 187/2 

l. 

' 

. ~' 

. ;.:. 
' . ·~ 

0.00· . 

-
-

· .. 

-· .. 

.• 

,.•, 

' •. ~ ' . '- ..... 

· .. -
,,-

. ~- . -., .. ~- ·• ' 

Pb209 neutron:· states 

Excitation 
enerror· MeV 

'dj;2 ~~ .. ~ 

2~/2 .2.47 

4sl/2 2.0} '>-
,•. 

ljl5/2 
_. 

·~· 1•56 .• 
.· ~ 

1111/2' 
-. 

0.71 

'2g9/2 ···~. o.oo ,. .. 
'. 

-J.' ... 
. . ,.,07 . .: . . . 

Pbt;; Neutron hole states 

' "· ~ 

.\·· .... 
· .. 

' ~ . :..; 

~ ~: ... ~ . '·-" 

,,._. 
'·~ ... 

. t~·', ~· ;·. ·,,, :. I_, . ;• 1 i.J· 1'~ 
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. 2W 2ll PU 2~ 
Table II. Decay amplitudes of Po 1 Po , Bi- 1 and Po 1 calculated and experimental. 
I(j) = Intensity of the transition to the level J in the daughter nucleus. 
A( J, l) = Amplitude of the_. ,£th partial wave o.f the transition to the level j • 

Shell model 
vi th configu-

One- Shell-model Shell model ration mixing 
body harmonic Hoods-SaXon . (Woods -Saxon Experimental 
model oscillator potential potential) · values 

Tl/2(Po210) 138d 

2ll) 
Tl/2(Po 0.19 see 0.18 sec 0.1~ sec 0.44 sec 0.52 see· 

T · (Po
212

) l/2 . ~-75Xl0-7 sec 3. o!~xlO - 7 sec 
~-· 

T ·. (B12ll) 6.85 l'llin 18.4 min 21 min 2.56 mi~ 2.2 min 
l/2 . . " 

1(5/2)/(1/2) 6.85Xlo-2 1.20xl.o-2 o.8oxlo-2 0.19xlo-2 -!=> 
0.53Xl0 -

1(3/2)/(1/2) -o.46xlo-2 0.53xl0-2 o.49xlo-2 C>.47Xlo-2 -2 0.50><10 ',' 

Po2ll A(5/2,5)/!(-5/2,3) · o.48 -0.90 -0.90 -0.90' ·. -0.96 ... ': 
. - ~- . ~ ~ ... . . -~ ~ . ' . 

A(5/2,7)/A(5/2,3} 0.16 o.6o o.6o 0.61 0-55 

-0.14 
A(3J2,5)/A(3/2.,}) 0.47 .-0.35 . -0."35·· ':' -<>-35 

~ 

~-3~ . . . .· ' 

2U I(}/2)/I(l/2) .25 .18 .14 .• 15 .19 
B1 . ·' 

" 
. 

A(3/2,5)/A(3/2,3) . 0.47 -0.35 -0-35 
. -~· 

-0-35 . -0.27 

Po210 1(2)/I(O) .8xto"'5 2.9xl0-5 1.4~0-5 · 1.~xlo-5 · 
: 

1.2xl0.;5 

8 If the transition P312 .... P112 is assumed to be :pure Ml one obtai~- the value -:~-14 ~o~: the measured 
.• ,..... . . . ' . . 

angular correlation. 1\n 1.2 percent admixture of E2 gives the value -0.35 (12). ~ 
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·Parent 
nucleus 

Np237 

·· .. 
·:~ . ./ . UCRL-11326 

·~· ~ 

_Table III;. Decay rates of odd mass deformed nuclei rel.e.tive to 
1.- · .: . the Cm'42 c;round stnte transition (only a l"epresentative · · · 

· ·_ sample of da.te. is given) • · · .· _ . / - ~ 

Initial Final 
Nilsson Nilsson 

; state state 

5/2+[642] 5/2+(642] 

5/2+[642] - l/2-[530] 

Angular Excitation 
momentum energy of 
of the the daugh~ 
daughter ter (kev) 
nucleus (>'n~cleus 

5/2 
7/2 

l/2 
3/2 
5/2. 
7/2 

'I 
\ 

86.0 
105.0 

6.0 
o.o . 

69.0 
. 57.0 

Reduced . 
transition 

rate 
Ce.lcu• Experi• 

- l.u.ted mental 

861.0 
219.5 

.4;4 . 
-.' 1.825 

:;.245 
53';:505 

2:;6.0 
178.8. -

1.20 
:;.4:;> 
5.16 
3.·90 

1/2+[ 6)1] - .• l/2+[ 631] - l/2 
3/2 
5/2 
7/2 ' I 

.• 07 
J.3.5 
51.7 

ca4.o 

:;86.0 . 379.0 -
79·3 -. .··. 94·5 

ll9.0 .. 126.7 

9/2 

l/2+[631] 5/2+[622] ·.5/2. 
7/2 
9/2 

1/2+[631] 

1/2+[631] 

5/2-[523) 

- 5/2-[523] 

5/2+(633] ·_5/2 

5/2+[633] 5/2 
7/2 
9/2-

5/2-(523] 5/2 
7/2 
9/2 

11/2 
J:;/2 

. 5/2.t·[642] 5/2 
7/2 
9/2 

- ll/2 

l.,' 

151.0 

. - 129.0 
172.0 
224.0 

"3}3.0 

. 426.0 
470.0 
530.0 

59-57 
10}.0. 
158.6 
225.0 
307.0 

2.48 : 0.657 
:;.u-. . o.62o . 

. . ~ ·. ··. o.o62·.-
0.221. 

~. 0.240 · .. 

·'-

0.181 -
o.;4T 
0.442 

' ........ > ' 'l ., .:, 

~ ·.· 

2.}55 ;.:;o 
, .. •.· 1.100 2.50 
.. ' 4.690 3 ~20 

, .... , 
.... ..., 

<. 6u.o · 
; . 164.0. 

. 60.9 
3.69 
1.36 .· 

697.8 
201.7 
43~7 
1.16 
o.61 

. ' ' ·~·{ 

0.496. 
0.332' 
0.154 

0.940' - . o.o· -·· 
3}.2 . -.. 
76.5 -

127.0 

j. 

0.051 

C0-~994 
0.415 
0.1~ 

Remarks 

No Coriolis mix• 
- ing between the 
5/2+[642] band 
and the 3/2+[651] 

·brutd has been 
taken into ·account-

.The . assignment . 
made is certain 

-. ~only in so far 
that ti1e. weaker 
transitions must 
go to the 5/2+ 
[ 622] band e.nd . 
not to the· 
.5/2+[633] band. 

This assignment 
is also possible 
on the basis of 
the· a intensities 
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5/2-[523] 

. ~.,.. .. 

1/~-[ 530] l/2 
.. !·- ~/2 
.-I '· .I 

5/2 .· ... 
7/~ 
9/2 

5/2-(503] 5/2+(642] 5/2 
7/2 i 

'5/2+[622] 

5/2+[622] 

5/2+[622] 

9/2-[734] 

. } . 9/2-[ 734] 

i -- ··-
; ~ .. ' ... 

', 9/2-(734] 

7/2 [6;:;j 

~ '-. ' 

7/2+[613] 

~ ) I 

·.· 

5/2+[622] 5/2 
7/2 
9/2 

l/2+( 631] l/2 
3/2 
5/2 
7/2 

'9/2. 
11/2 

7/2-[743] 7/2 
9/2 

11/2 

9/2-( 73l~] 9/2 
11/2 
13/2 

7/2+[ 624] 7/2 
9/2 

11/2 
13/2 

5/.2+[622] 5/2 
.. 7/2 

9/2 
11/2 

7/2 [6;;] 7/2 
9/2 

11/2 
13/2 

f./2+( 620] 1/2. 
.I :t.j2 i .I 

r) ,'"> ,, .. 
'7/~ 
9/2 

\ 

---
270 

71: .• 0 
117.0 
17}.0 ' 

o.o 
:;1.0 

285.5 
330.0 
387.9 

o.o 
7·85 

57-30 
75·11 

163.69 
193.10 

. 391.60 
4:;4.15 
1K35.00 

394 
450 
511 

o.o 
,. 56.0. 
121~.0 
207.0 

257.0 
301.0 
357.0 
422.0 

0 
41~7 
9}.4 

',_ 156.0 

() 0.002 
0.162 

-·- The-. transition ~ 
0.073 is not observed. 

505.0 
130.5 

lK3.o 

772.6 .. · 
175.2 

,. 44~3· 
0.355 0.502 ... 
0.252 '. o. 731' ' 

. 4,58.0 
117.3 

42.6 

456.4 
125•3 

.. 35·7 

o.o!5E) 0.209 
0.351' l.J.34 .. 

It is difficult 
. to assign other 
observed levels 

··on the ba.ois of. 
O:•intensities 
alone t() this 
~ota:tiJnal band 
to the 1/2-

, state. 

;·. 

o.264 ._· o.;6:; .. 
0.775 . 2.~ ~ .• 
0.228 . . 0.1~2. . ••. < 

0.380 0.999 .. 

1.45 
1.01 
0.566 

. 4.700 
. 6.078 
3·912 

333.4 286.6 
4;.8 31·2. 
9·05 . ,· 6.:;6 

0.166 0.059 
0.129 o.o6:;· 
0.07,3 0.052 
0.024.' 0.028 

. ·, . 
. ' . 

2.079 
3.210 
2.590 
2.44o -

-271•1 'i5·3 
31.4 ·49~3 
8.69 \. 7.8, 
.~-90. : 1. 72 

.o82 - L .162 

.:· . 

6 
25 
~a 

.'1o6 ·. 

,: .· i. .• ].3; .· ~ .220 
• 541 \;t.l.BO_ .. 

. ~ ' . 
•••• t' ·' ' . 

11~9 ·335 

., ---
'·795 ! 

'.rhis ·txoe.nsit1on 
is masked by the 
favored transition. 
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Fig. 1. Reduced widths ~2 of even-even polonium isotopes (in 
arbitrary units) given as a function of mass number. -e-, computed 
from measured decay constants with the help of Igo's optical-model 
potential (22); -6-, also computed from measured decay constants, 
but a pure Coulomb potential has been used v.rith a cutoff at 9.3 
F (13); --0-- calculated from the shell model (9). 
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Fig. 2. Reduced widths of the ground-state transitions of even isotopes 
of U, Cm, and Fm. 0, calculated; 1, experimental. The real part 
of the optical-model potential has been

4
used as a-nucleus interaction. 

Calculated points are normalized at em2 2. 
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Fig. 3. Reduced widths of the ground-state transitions of even isotopes 
of Th, Pu, and Cf. 0, calculated; e, experimental. The real part 
of the optical-model potential has been

4
used as a-nucleus interaction. 

Calculated points are normalized at em2 2. 
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Fig. 4. Reduced wave amplitudes of transitions to the 2+ and 4+ 
states of the ground-state rotational band. 0, calculated; 1, 
experimental. 
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Fig. 5. Reduced wave amplitudes of transitions to the 2+ and 4+ 
states of the ground-state rotational band. 0, calculated; t, 
experimental. 
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